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Abstract. In this paper we present an autonomous biometric device developed 
in the framework of a national project. This system is able to capture speech, 
hand-geometry, online signature and face, and can open a door when the user is 
positively verified. Nevertheless the main purpose is to acquire a database 
without supervision (normal databases are collected in the presence of a super-
visor that tells you what to do in front of the device, which is an unrealistic sit-
uation). This system will permit us to explain the main differences between 
what we call "real conditions" as opposed to "laboratory conditions". 

1   Introduction 

Biometric system developments are usually achieved by means of experimentation 
with existing biometric databases, such as the ones described in [1]. System perfor-
mance is usually measured using the identification rate (percentage of users whose 
identity is correctly assigned) and verification errors: False Acceptance Rate (FAR, 
percentage of impostors permitted to enter the system), False Rejection Rate (FRR, 
percentage of genuine users whose access is denied) and combinations of these two 
basic ratios, such as Equal Error Rate (EER, or adjusting point where FAR=FRR) and 
Detection Cost Function (DCF) [2]. 

A strong problem in system comparison is that most of the times the experimental 
conditions of different experiments performed by different teams are not straight 
forward comparable. In order to illustrate this problem, let us see a simple example in 
the motoring sector. Imagine two cars with the fuel consumption depicted in table 1. 
According to this table, looking at the distance (which is equal in both cases) and the 
speed (which is also equal) we could conclude that car number 1 is more efficient. 
Nevertheless, if we look at figure 1, we realize that the experimental conditions are 
very different and, in fact, nothing can be concluded. This is an unfair comparison. 

It is well known that car makers cannot do that. Slope, wind, etc., must be very 
controlled and it is not up to the car maker. Nevertheless the situation is not the same 
in biometrics, because there is no “standard” database to measure performance. Each 



fabricant can use its own database. This can let to unfair comparisons, as we explain 
next. 

Table 1. Toy example for car fuel consumption comparison 
 

Distance 100 Km 100Km 
Speed 100 Km/h 100Km/h 
Fuel consumption 8 liters 12 liters 

 
Fig. 1. Experimental conditions corresponding to table 1. 
 
We will assume that training and testing of a given biometric system will be done 

using different training and testing samples, because this is the situation in real oper-
ating systems in normal life. Otherwise, this is known as “Testing on the training set”: 
the test scores are obtained using the training data, which is an optimal and unrealistic 
situation. This is a trivial problem where the system only needs to memorize the sam-
ples, and the generalization capability is not evaluated. 
The comparison of different biometric systems is quite straight forward: if a given 
system shows higher identification rate and lower verification error than its competi-
tor, it will be considered better. Nevertheless, there is a set of facts that must be con-
sidered, because they can let to reach a wrong conclusion. 

Nevertheless, there is a set of facts that must be considered, because they can let to 
reach a wrong conclusion. We will describe these situations in the next sections. 

 
A.  Comparison of results obtained with different databases  
When comparing two biometric systems performing over different databases, it 

must be taken into account that one database can be more trivial than the other one. 
For instance, it does not have the same difficulty to identify people inside the ORL 
database [3] (it contains 40 people) than in the FERET database [4] (around 1000 
people). For a study of this situation, see [5]. Thus, as a conclusion, a given system A 
performing better on Database DB1 than another system B performing worse on data-
base DB2, is not necessarily better, because the comparison can be unfair. 

 
B.  Comparison of results obtained with the same database  
When comparing two biometric systems performing over the same database, and 

following the same protocol (same samples for training both competing systems and 
the remaining samples for testing), it seems that the comparison is fair. In fact it is, 
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but there is a problem: how can you be sure that these results will hold on when using 
a different database? Certainly you cannot. For this reason, researchers usually test 
their systems with different databases acquired by different laboratories. In the auto-
mobile example, probably, you will get the fuel consumption in several situations 
(urban, highway, different speeds, etc.) because one car can be more efficient in a 
particular scenario but it can be worse in a different one. Of course the car must be the 
same in all the scenarios. It will be unfair to trim the car design before making the test 
(one design for urban path, one design for rural path, another one for highway, etc. 
This would be the schematized situation in figure 2, which obviously does not have 
too much sense).  

 
Fig. 2. Car testing in different scenarios. The car must be the same. It does not have too 

much sense to design a different car for each scenario and to present experimental results in 
different scenarios for different cars. 

 
However, this is the usual situation in biometrics, where a new classifier is de-

signed for each scenario. Instead of this, we propose to design a classifier, to keep it 
fix, and then to apply it to a different scenario (a different biometric database).The 
usual approaches for biometric recognition, when moving from one database to 
another one, imply to fit a new model because different databases contain different 
users. Thus, there is a risk of fine-tuning on a given database. For instance, in on-line 
signature recognition, [6] describes the following: “for any given database, perhaps a 
composite of multiple individual databases, we can always fine tune a signature veri-
fication system to provide the best overall error trade-off curve for that database –for 
the three databases here, I was able to bring my overall equal-error rate down to about 
2.5%- but we must always ask ourselves, does this fine tune make common sense in 
the real world? If the fine tuning does not make common sense, it is in all likelihood 
exploiting a peculiarity of the database. Then, if we do plan to introduce the system 
into the market place, we are better off without the fine tuning.” This problematic can 
be illustrated in table 2. 

From the example of table 2, if we only look at some results, we obtain the follow-
ing conclusions: 

a) Comparing (A, DB1) with (B, DB1) we conclude that system B is better. 

urban 

rural 



b) Comparing (A, DB2) with (B, DB2) we conclude that both systems perform 
the same. 

c) Looking at the last column we conclude that system A is the best. 
 
Table2. Comparison of systems A and B performing on two different laboratory da-

tabases and in a real scenario. 
system DB1 DB2 “Real” scenario 

A 1% 1% 1% 
B 0.5% 1% 5% 

 
In which comparison is interested the system seller? Probably in the most favorable 

one for his/ her product. In which comparison are we (the buyers) interested? Ob-
viously the best characterization of biometric systems is the one that we achieve with 
a fully operating system, where users interact with the biometric system in a “normal” 
and “real” way. For instance, in a door opening system, such as the system described 
in [7-8]. 

An important point is that the system must store the biometric test samples if we 
want to be able to repeat the experiments in the future with a different algorithm. 
Unfortunately, it is not easy to set up this kind of experiments and for this reason most 
of the research is performed in laboratory conditions. In this case, we have the risk 
that a well-performing system, such as system B in table 2, may be unable to general-
ize its good performance in a real application. 

A good way to avoid the unfair comparisons represented in figures 1 and 2 is by 
means of international competitions such as SVC (Signature Verification Competi-
tion), FVC (Fingerprint Verification Competition), etc. In this case, all the algorithms 
are tested using the same evaluation protocol. Even in this case, if we fully re-train a 
new classifier when moving from one database to another one, we are producing a 
very time consuming and inefficient mechanism. 

In this paper we want to emphasize the main differences between databases col-
lected under “real conditions”, as opposed to “laboratory conditions”. This is a miles-
tone to produce applications able to work in civilian applications. Next sections sum-
marize the main differences between our proposed approach and classical approaches. 

1.1 Classic design (step 1) 

Biometric system design implies the availability of some biometric data to train the 
classifiers and test the results. Figure 4 on the left summarizes the flow chart of the 
procedure, which consists on the following steps: 

1. A database is acquired in laboratory conditions. There is a human supervisor 
that tells the user what to do. Alternatively, in some cases, programs exist for creating 
synthetic databases, such as SFINGE [9] for fingerprints. Another example would be 
the software Faces 4.0 [10] for synthetic face generation. Figure 3 shows a synthetic 
fingerprint and face generated with these programs. Nevertheless, synthetic samples 
have a limited validity to train classifiers when applied to classify real data. 

Usually databases consist of a fixed number of users with a regular number of 
samples per acquisition session and a concrete number of acquisition sessions. Thus, 



the number of available samples and the time interval between samples is quite regu-
lar and homogeneous for the whole set of users. 

 

  
Fig. 3. Examples of synthetic fingerprint and face generation. 
 
2. After Database acquisition, a subset of the available samples is used for 

training a classifier, user model, etc. The algorithm is tested and trimmed using some 
other samples of the database (testing subset). 

3. The developed system jumps from the laboratory to real world operation 
(physical access, web access, etc.). 
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Fig. 4. Classic design (on the left) versus proposed approach (on the right) 
 



This procedure is certainly useful for developing a biometric system, for compar-
ing several different algorithms under the same training and testing conditions, etc., 
but it suffers a set of drawbacks, such as: 

a) In real world conditions the system will be autonomous and the user will not 
have chance to obtain the guidance of a human supervisor. 

b) Laboratory databases have removed those samples with low quality, because if 
the human supervisor detects a noisy speech recording, blurred face image, 
etc., will discard the sample and will ask the user for a new one. This implies 
that laboratory databases do not contain low quality samples. This kind of 
samples is useful in order to manage the failure to acquire/ failure to enroll sit-
uations. 

c) Database acquisition with a human supervisor is a time consuming task. This 
implies that the time interval between recording sessions and the number of 
samples acquired in each session tends to be quite modest. 

d) Real systems must manage a heterogeneous number of samples per user. La-
boratory system developments will probably ignore this situation and thus, 
will provide a suboptimal performance due to mismatch between the present 
conditions during development and normal operation. 

1.2 Proposed approach (step 2) 

A more sophisticated approach involves two main steps (see figure 4 on the right). 
The operation can be summarized in the next steps: 

1. Based on algorithms developed under the “classical approach”, a physical 
access control system is operated. 

2. Simultaneously to system operation, biometric acquired samples are stored in 
a database. 

This procedure provides the following characteristics: 
a) In general, the number of samples per user and the time interval between ac-

quisitions will be different for each user. While this can be seen as a drawback 
in fact this is a chance to develop algorithms in conditions similar to “real 
world” where the user’s accesses are not necessary regular. 

b) While supervised databases contain a limited number of recording sessions, 
this approach permits to obtain, in an easy way, a long term evolution data-
base. 

c) Biometric samples must be checked and labeled a posteriori, while this task is 
easier in supervised acquisitions. 

d) While incorrect (noisy, blurred, etc.) samples are discarded in supervised data-
bases, they exhibit a great interest when trying to program an application able 
to manage the Failure to Acquire rate. In addition, these bad quality samples 
are obtained in a realistic situation that hardly can be obtained in laboratory 
conditions. 



2   Multimodal interface for biometric recognition and database 
acquisition. 

In this section we present a multimodal device specially designed to acquire 
speech, on-line signature, hand-geometry and face. This system has been developed 
under the frame of a national coordinated project between four universities, with the 
next main responsibilities: Universidad de Las Palmas de Gran Canaria (acquisition 
protocol and contact-less hand-geometry software), Universidad Autónoma de Madrid 
(box design, speech and on-line signature algorithms) and Escola Universitària Po-
litècnica de Mataró (operational database collection philosophy and face recognition 
algorithm). 

 

 
Fig. 5: Multimodal interface for biometric database acquisition (hand-geometry, speech, 

face and on-line signature). Frontal view (top) and rear view (bottom). 



Figure 5 shows the aspect of the multimodal interface. While the system is pre-
pared for four biometric traits, the acquisition protocol asks the user to provide his/her 
identity and two biometric traits (randomly selected). If both biometric traits are posi-
tively identified, the user is declared as “genuine”. In case of tilt, a third biometric 
trait is checked. The core of this system is a hewlett-packard notebook with touch 
screen (suitable for online signature acquisition). The technological solutions behind 
each biometric trait are DCT-NN [11] for face recognition, SVM for hand-geometry, 
HMM for signature and GMM for speaker recognition. 

Figure 6 shows some snapshots of the screen and figure 7 shows a physical instal-
lation in a wall for door opening system. 

 

  
Fig. 6. Some snapshots of the screen: main menu, administrative functions, and enrolment 

screens (on the bottom). 
 

 
Fig. 7. Physical installation (at EUPMt) in a wall for door opening system. 



3. Real world: one step further from laboratory conditions 

The goal of research should be to develop applications useful for daily usage. 
However, nowadays, most of the research is performed in laboratory conditions, 
which are far from “real world” conditions. While this laboratory conditions are inter-
esting and necessary in the first steps, it is important to jump from laboratory to real 
world conditions. This implies to find a solution for a large number of problems that 
never appear inside the laboratory. They can be summarized in the following list: 

• The user must face the system without the help of a supervisor. 
• The system must be able to manage acquisitions with low quality (Failure 

to Acquire). 
• The algorithms should consider the protocol to remove and to add users in 

an easy and efficient way (in a reasonable amount of time). 
• The system must manage users outside the database (“open world” situa-

tion). 
• The system must be able to detect coherence between training samples in 

order to ask for additional samples in case of troubles. In this sense, we 
have proposed an intelligent enrolment in [6]. 

In conclusion, the goal is not a fine trimming that provides a very small error in labor-
atory conditions. The goal is a system able to generalize (manage new samples not 
seen in the laboratory). It is important to emphasize that the classical Equal Error Rate 
(EER) for biometric system adjustment implies that the verification threshold is set up 
a posteriori (after knowing the whole set of test scores). While this is possible in la-
boratory conditions, this has no sense in a real world operation system. Thus, system 
performance measured by means of EER offers a limited utility. 
Although a large number or different “real world” scenarios exist, and each one will 
presents its own particularities, most of them will have to deal with the main features 
described in this section. 

4. Conclusions 

In this paper we have presented a multimodal interface for biometric database acquisi-
tion. This system makes feasible the acquisition of four different biometric traits: 
hand-geometry, voice, on-line signature and still face image. In this paper we have 
emphasized the convenience of unsupervised database acquisition. 
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